
Binding and Bibliographic terms 

Bands—The ridges along a spine are called bands. These are the supports on which the book is sewn. In the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century the sewing supports are recessed producing a smooth spine. Bands on bindings from this period are merely 
decorative and called false bands. 

Barrier sheet—A loose or tipped-in sheet of very thin paper, usually tissue paper, inserted to protect a plate, called a tissued plate. A 
heavier sheet may be used to prevent migration of harmful conditions, such as acidity, from one part of a book to another (6).*1 

Bookplate—A printed label of ownership. Also called “ex libris,” an inscription of ownership (11).* 

Catchword—A word printed at the bottom of the page to ensure that the text remains in order. 

Chain lines—Wider spaced lines running parallel to the short edge of laid or handmade paper. Can be a guide for determining 
format. 

Colophon—An inscription at the end of a book containing facts relative to its production (17).* 

Device—A personal trade-mark or design introduced by a printer or publisher on the title-page or at the end of the text. 

Endpapers—Decorative papers before the text block. When pasted down they are called a pastedown. When blank they are 
referred to as fly leaves.  

Engraved illustrations—Engraved illustrations can be produced by a various materials: wood, copper, and steel. Steel engravings 
often have finer lines and details than wood or copper engravings. Steel engraved illustrations were introduced in the early 
nineteenth century and used especially for printing currency because of their durability. You can sometimes tell a wood engraving 
from other metal engravings by examining the edge of the illustration. Metal plates leave a faint outline of the plate around the 
image. 

Fore-edge—The edge of the book that opens. 

Format—Refers to how many times a paper has been folded to make a section. The three customary sizes are folio (1x), quarto (2x), 
and octavo (3x). 

Gilt—Another term for gold tooled. Refers to gold tooling and edge gilding (33).* 

Half binding—A binding in which the spine, part of the boards, and the corners are covered with one material while the rest of the 
boards are covered with another (35).* 

Headband—A functional and/or decorative band at head and tail of the spine. Used throughout the history of binding. Also called 
endband, or tailband (36).* 

Pamphlet—A book with very few pages. Usually one signature or section. Sometimes has a cover with heavier paper. The pamphlets 
in our collection have all been bound into a “case” or hardcover. 

Provenance—A book’s ownership history. This can be traced through signatures, book plates, marginalia, and even bindings. 

Register (Registrum)—A list of signatures appearing at the end of early printed books as a guide to the binder. 

Signature—Collating marks of letter of the alphabet. Usually, only about half of them are numbered. 

Text block—Text with any blank leaves which are part of the written or printed sections. Added endleaves are not included (69).* 

Tooling—Decorations impressed into leather while damp. 

                                                           
1 Definitions marked with an asterisk (*) are from Jane Greenfield, ABC of Bookbinding, Oak Knoll Press, 1998. Z266.7 G74 1998  
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